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1.
Setting the stage
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Introduction 1

1. Radical analyticity:
Isolating languages,
definition from (McWhorter 2016: 50):
“paucity or absence of inflectional (as opposed
to derivational) marking indicated by affixation,
tone, or vowel changes in quality or length.”
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Introduction 2
2. Radical Pro-Drop (RPD):
Omission of the subject (verbal arguments)
without concomitant subject agreement
on the verb.
RDP is very common in Chinese and East and
mainland SE Asian languages in general:
(1) Chinese (Huang 1984):
ni zuotian
kan-le dianyingi ma? – ø kan-le øi.
2SG yesterday see-PFV film
Q
see-PFV
‘Did you see a film yesterday?’ — ‘I saw one.’
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Introduction 3
A side-effect of RPD: object/subject coreference in
Chinese relative clauses:

(2) 找的人还没有回来。
[ø zha#o ø de] rén hai méiyo#u
huí-lái.
look.for REL man still NEG:PST return-come
a. Object coreference:
‘[The people whom X was looking for] still haven’t
returned.’
b. Subject coreference:
‘[The people who looked for X] still haven’t returned.’

Introduction 4
Observation:
EMSEA languages are mostly radically analytic and they
are generally radical pro-drop.
Some West African Niger Congo languages are also
radically analytic but they are clearly not radical pro-drop.
(3) Yorùbá:
a. Ayo¢~ ´ rà as¢o.
Ayo HTS buy cloth
‘Ayo bought clothes.’
c. Ó
rà á.
3.SG buy 3.SG:OBJ
‘He bought it.’

b. Ó
rà as¢o.
3.SG buy cloth
‘He bought clothes.’
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Introduction 5
Creissels (2005):
There are three types of languages in Africa:
(i) Complementary distribution of pronominal
marking on V vs. overt NP.
(ii) Obligatory pronominal marking on V but
optional expression of corresponding NP
(iii) Obligatory pronominal marking on V and
obligatory corresponding NP.
Radical pro-drop is basically non-existent in Africa.
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Introduction 6
In EMSEA, radical pro-drop is very common, very old and
diachronically stable.
Classical Chinese, Zhuangzi, 4.1 (±400 BC)
Yan Hui jian Zhong Ni, ø qing ø xing.
Yan Hui see Confucius ask.for leave
ø yue ø xi
zhi? ø yue ø jiang zhi Wei.
say
where go
say FUT go Wei
ø yue xi ø wei yan?
say what do there
‘Yan Hui saw Confucius and ø asked [him] for
the permission to] ø leave. [He] said “Where do
[you] go?” [He] replied “[I] shall go to Wei”.
[He] said “What do [you] do there?”’
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曰顏
將回
之見
衛仲
。尼
曰，
奚請
為行
焉。
。曰
奚
之
。

Introduction 7

Basic question:
Why do we have RPD in EMSEA languages
and no RDP
in analytic languages of West Africa?
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Introduction 8
Hypothesis 1:
This is due to the presence/absence of inflectional
morphological paradigms in the ancestor languages.
Evidence: EMSEA vs. West Africa plus Pidgins & Creoles.

Hypothesis 2:
There are two types of diachronic maturation processes (Dahl 2004)
based on the competing motivations of explicitness vs. economy.
One favours overt complexity (e.g. in terms of inflectional
paradigms) and disfavours pragmatic inference of grammatical categories, while the other one creates hidden complexity
and favours pragmatic inference of these categories.
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Road map

2. Radical pro-drop and the presence/absence
of morphological inflectional paradigms:
EMSEA, Yorùbá (W Africa), Pidgins & Creoles
(Hypothesis 1)
3. Two types of maturation:
Hidden vs. overt complexity
(Hypothesis 2)
4. Conclusion
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2.
Radical pro-drop and
the presence/absence of
inflectional morphological
paradigms
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Paradigms 1
Definition of a morphological paradigm:
“The set of all the inflected forms which an
individual word assumes” (Spencer 1991).
The three components of a morphological
paradigm (Baerman & Corbett 2010: 4):
(4) form 1
form 2
form 3

mapping
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value x
value y
value z

Paradigms 2
The interaction of these three components produces
patterns with subdivisions of semantic space with
individual cells that are filled by individual markers.
Relative strength and time stability
Basic idea:
If a morphological paradigm that is characteristic of a family
gets lost in some member languages, the relevant grammatical
information may alternatively be expressed in syntax.
Obligatorification of that information in syntax

Are there morphological paradigms in the
ancestor languages of EMSEA and in the Niger
Congo languages?
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2a.
Absence of inflectional
morphological paradigms
in EMSEA languages
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Paradigms in EMSEA

East and mainland Southeast Asian (EMSEA)
languages concerned:
- Sinitic branch of Sino-Tibetan
- Tai as the core group of Tai-Kadai
- Mon-Khmer branch of Austroasiatic
- Hmong-Mien (in Chinese: Miao-Yao 苗瑶)
- Chamic branch of Austronesian
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Sinitic 1
Old Chinese (11th - 3rd centuries BC):
Derivational morphology, no inflectional morphology
(data from Sagart 1999, Baxter & Sagart 2014).
*s-: - denominal verbs, deverbal nouns
- causatives
- directives (acts/states directed toward external
condition or other persons)
- inchoatives (?)
*m-: controlled actions by volitional actors (?):
- volitionality
- agentive nouns
- small animals
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Sinitic 2
*t-: - stative verbs
- involuntary physiological actions
- some other intransitives
- some nouns
*-r-: general idea of intensification:
- iteratives
- action taking place in two or more locations
- nouns denoting double/multiple objects (e.g. eyeballs)
- intense quality
*-s: - denominal nouns
- exodirectional/endodirectional verbs (e.g. hear vs. ask)
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Sinitic 3
*s-: Noun derived from verb:

抴 (yì)
鞢 (xiè)

—>

*blat(-s)

‘pull [Verb]’

*bs-hlat

‘leading string [Noun]’

*-s: Exodirectional:
聞 (wén) *bmun
問 (wèn) *bmun-s

‘hear’ —>
‘ask [exodirectional]’

*-r-: Noun denoting double object:
空 (ko@ng) *akhoN
‘hollow, empty‘ —>

腔

(qia@ng) *akh-r-oN

‘cavities of the body,
especially lungs’
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Sinitic 4

Functions of morphology in Old Chinese:
• Nominal/verbal derivation:
• Direction of action:
• Valency:
• Aktionsart:
• Volitionality:
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*s-, *-s
*s-, *-s
*s-, *t*s-. *k-, *-r*s-, *t-

Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 1
Austroasiatic
Munda

Mon-Khmer

North Munda, South Munda

Aslian, Eastern MK, Monic,
Nicobar, Viet-Muong, ...

• Synthetic
• Head-last: OV, Postp
• Pre/Infixing, suffixing
• Agglutinative

• Analytic
• Head-first: VO, Prep
• Pre/Infixing, isolating
• Fusional
• Syllable structure:
C´(C)-C(C)V(C)

• Syllable structure:
(C)V(C)

Donegan & Stampe (2004)
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 2

from: http://www.ling.hawaii.edu/
austroasiatic/
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 3

Two reconstructions of Proto-Austroasiatic
(Proto-AA):
• Zide & Anderson (2001):
Rich morphology with inflectional paradigms
• Donegan & Stampe (2004), Sidwell (2008):
Khmer-style morphology of a derivational type
with no inflectional categories
23

Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 4
Zide & Anderson’s (2001) reconstruction:
(5) SUBJ-NEG-VERB.STEM-TRANS/TENSE-OBJ
CAUS/RECIP-(RDPL)-ROOT-PASS/INTR
(6) Santali (Neukom 2001: 186):
un
jOkhEn-ko
l´i-a-e-kan-a
that.much time-3PL.SBJ tell-APPL-3SG.OBJ-IPFV-IND

‘At that moment, they said to him ...’
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 5
Khmer-type morphology (Bisang 1992, 2009, 2015b):
(i) No marking of inflectional categories
(ii) One and the same morpheme expresses more than one
function depending on the root to which it is affixed.
(iii) Various morphemes for similar functions.
(7) On (ii): The prefix p-:
Nominalis.: le~~…N ‘play‘
—> ph-le~~…N ‘music’
Caus./trans.: cO~´~ p ‘stick, joined’ —> ph-cO~~´p ‘attach firmly’
Specialisat.: ha´m ‘swollen‘
—> p-ha´m ‘be pregnant’
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 6

(8) On (iii): Affixes expressing nominalization:
k-:
baN ‘to screen‘
—> k-baN ‘the screen, veil’
s-:
pI~~…´n ‘pass over, traverse’ —> s-pI~~…´n ‘bridge’
-b-: rO~~´m ‘to dance‘
—> r´-b-am ‘the dance’
-m-: sò:m ‘ask‘
—> s-m-ò:m ‘beggar’
-n-: kI~~…´p ‘apply pincers‘
—> kh-n-I~~…´p ‘pincers’
-vmn-: dam ‘to plant‘
—> d-Omn-am ‘the plant’
bvN-: tùk ‘put away, keep‘
—> bOn-tu~~k ‘cargo, load’
etc.
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 7

Reconstructed morphology of Prot-Mon-Khmer
according to Sidwell (2008):
Nominalizing:
Nominalizing agentive:
Repetitiveness/numerousness:
Nominalizing instrumental:
Causative:

*-n*-m*-l*-p*p- (alomorphs: pn-, -m-)

Reciprocal:

*tr-
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Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 8
What does this mean for the situation im Proto-AA?
• If Zide & Anderson (2001) are right:
The highly developed morphology of Proto-AA got
significantly reduced during migration from
India to SE Asia
• If Donegan & Stampe (2004), Sidwell (2008) are right:
The morphology as we find it in Mon-Khmer reflects
the old stage of Proto-AA.
In both scenarios, Proto-Mon-Khmer did not
have inflectional morphology nor did it have
morphological paradigms.
28

Paradigms in EMSEA: Mon-Khmer 9
A remark on Sidwell’s (2015: 179) most recent flat tree structure (on the basis of lexical, lexicostatistical, computational
phylogenetic and phonological studies):
Austroasiatic

Munda Palaungic Mangic Katuic Bahnaric Monic Nicobarese
Khasian

Khmuic Vietic

Khmeric Pearic

Aslian

This flat structure is due to a “rapid differentiation at some point
in the history of the phylum” (Sidwell 2016: 179). The AAspeakers of that period took their limited morphology with them.
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2b.
Presence of inflectional
morphological paradigms
in Niger Congo languages

30

Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 1
NIGER-CONGO LANGUAGES DISTRIBUTION
Go to
Niger-Congo
languages

from: http://www.languagesgulper.com/eng/Nigermap.html
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 2
Two extreme poles:
• Rich morphologyical paradigms of the following type:
(9) SBJ-TAM-OBJ-V-CAUS/APPL/PASS
Cf. example from Swahili:
(10) u-ta-wa-uliza

2SG-FUT-3.PL-ask
‘you will ask them’
• Limited morphology up to no inflectional morphology:
cf. Yoruba in (2).
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 3
The two extreme poles:
(11) Makwe (Devos 2008: 239):
n~náandi unkukóméshéléwá wáana.
mu-nandi u-nku-kom-ish-il-iw-a
3-branch

wa-ana.

III-PROG-hit-CAUS-APPL-PASS-FV

2-child

‘The branch is used to make somebody hit the children.’
(12) a. Translation into Ewe 1 (Van de Velde 2009: 38):
wó-fò
∂èvì-à-wó
kplé àtíl-O~~-a
3.PL-beat child-DEF-PL with

tree-branch-DEF

‘They beat the children with the treebranch.’
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 3
(12) b. Translation into Ewe 2 (Van de Velde 2009: 38):
àtí-lO~~-a~
wo!-za)
tsO! fo~~ ∂èvì-á-wó-è
tree-branch-DEF 3.PL-use take beat child-DEF-PL-FOC

‘They beat the children with the treebranch.’
(13) Basaá (Bantu A43) (Hyman 1999: 277-278):
li=wa!nda! jêm
lí m!=!∫e!na! jE! bí=jE!k í !ndáp
5-friend

5:1SG.POSS 5 PRS-do.often eat 8=food in house

‘My friend often eats food in the house.’

How did morphology look like
in Proto-Niger-Congo?
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 4

Two reconstructions of Proto-Niger-Congo (PNC):
Hyman (2004, 2010):
PNC verb structure was synthetic: Multiple prefixation
and suffixation even in languages which have lost them
in the course of time.
Güldemann (2007, 2010):
PNC and Proto-Bantu (PB) lacked inflectional verb
prefixes. Many analytic structures as in (12) and (13).
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 5
Hyman‘s (2010) criticism of Güldemann (2007, 2010):
Güldemann’s analysis reaches a time-depth of some 5.000
years but PNC goes back 10.000 - 12.000 years.
[t]here has been plenty of time for PB (and even more time for
PNC) to cycle back and forth, grammaticalizing full words as
inflectional proclitics and prefixes, losing them, and creating
them once more [my emphasis, W.B.]. ...
We all seem to agree that PB came from an earlier analytic stage
—the question, however, is whether Basaa, Tunen etc. represent
that unchanged stage, or whether they are completing the cycle:
analytic > agglutinative > analytic. I maintain that the latter is
the case. (Hyman 2010: 24)
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 6
If one adopts Hyman’s (2010) account, NC verb morphology moved between a more synthetic morphological
paradigm of the type in (14) and more analytic/syntactic
structures as in (15):

Synth: (14) SBJ-TAM-OBJ-V-X

Analyt: (15) SBJ (AUX) OBJPRON V X
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Paradigms in Niger Congo languages 7

Even without deciding which of the reconstructions is
correct (Hyman or Güldemann), what remains is the
presence of inflectional marking of categories like person (and tense, aspect, mood). If this is the case, there is
a very long continuity of the overt presence and obligatoriness of arguments and TAM-markers in the history of Niger Congo languages (cyclicity, Hyman 2010).
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2c.
Inflectional morphological
paradigms and RPD
in Pidgin & Creole
languages
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Paradigms in Pidgins & Creoles 1
Claim:
Even in creoles and pidgins the presence of inflectional
morphological paradigms leaves its effects on RPD properties.
Basic idea:
If the input languages involved (substrate, superstrate) have or
used to have morphological paradigms, the relevant information
will be expressed syntactically in the emerging pidgins/creoles:
pidgins/creoles with no RPD.
If the input languages have no/did not have morphological
paradigms:
pidgins/creoles are likely to be RPD.
40

Paradigms in Pidgins & Creoles 2
A frequent assumption on creoles:
Creoles tend to reduce grammatical categories to those which
are absolutely necessary for communication (cf. McWhorter 2001,
2005).
In spite of this, the majority of pidgins and creoles presented in
APiCS (Haspelmath et al. 2013) are not RPD:

Feature 62:
• Only 18 languages (23,7%) have
76 Pidgins/Creoles: ‘optional pronoun words’
(= radical pro-drop, since there is
no agreement)
• 49 have obligatory pronoun words (64,5%)
• 4 have ‘pronoun affixes’
• 5 are more complex to describe.
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Paradigms in Pidgins & Creoles 3
Each of the 49 languages with no RPD have emerged in the
context of languages with morphological paradigms:
Western Lexifier Languages

Number of lxs

English-based (African substrates)
Dutch-based (African substrates)
French-based (African substrates)
Spanish/Portuguese (African substrates)

23 (17)
3 (2)
6 (5)
10 (9)

Total

42 (33)

The remaining 7 languages with non-Western lexifier languages
are all based on languages with morphological paradigms.
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Paradigms in Pidgins & Creoles 4
The remaining 7 languages with no Western lexifier language:
Kikongo-Kituba

Major lexifier: Bantu
Other: Many other Bantu languages

Fanakalo

Major lexifier: Bantu
Other: Afrikaans, English

Kinubi

Major lexifier: Sudanese Arabic
Other: Egyptian Arabic, Swahili, English

Juba Arabic

Pidgin Hindustanu

Gurindji Kriol
Chinook Wawa

Major lexifier: Sudanese Arabic
Other: Egyptian Arabic, Dinka, Shilluk
Major lexifier: Bantu
Other: Fijian, English

Major lexifier: Pama-Nyungan, Kriol
Other: English
Major lexifier: Coastal Chinook
Other: English, Wakash, French
43

Paradigms in Pidgins & Creoles 5
All 49 non-PD creoles/pidgins have strong input from
languages with inflectional morphological paradigms.
What about the 18 RPD creole languages?
13 with no morphological paradigms in the input languages,
only 5 of them have input with morphological paradigms:
Seychelles Creole:
Diu Indo-Portuguese:
Korlai:
Sri Langka Portuguese:
Sango:

French
Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Portuguese
Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Portuguese
Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Portuguese
Yakoma (NC: Adamawa-Ubangi)

For more details, cf. Bisang (2020).
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Paradigms in Pidgins & Creoles 6
Summary:
49 non-RPD

54 creoles with morphological paradigm input:

5 RPD

13 creoles with no morphological paradigm input:

13 RPD
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3.
Two types of maturation:
hidden vs. overt complexity
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Approaches to complexity 1
Absolute vs. relative/functional complexity
(Dahl 2004, Miestamo 2008, Sinnemäki 2011):
1. Absolute complexity:
structural complexity
from an “neutral/objective” perspective.

(i) Linguistic Typology
(ii) Recursion
(iii) Kolmogorov
complexity

2. Relative/functional
(iv) Costs / difficulty:
complexity: depends on
Psycholinguistics,
the perspective from
L1 / L2 acquisition,
which a linguistic strucclinical linguistics
ture is looked at.

Approaches to complexity 2
(i) Absolute complexity in linguistic typology:
The focus is on the formal (morphosyntactic) realisation
of grammatical categories (e.g. McWhorter’s view):

[A]n area of grammar is more complex than the
same area in another grammar to the extent that it
encompasses more overt distinctions and/or rules
than another grammar. (McWhorter 2005: 45)

Tense systems: [Past, Present, Future] is more
complex than [Past, Non-past]

Approaches to complexity 3
(iv) Relative/functional complexity (RC):
Cognitive costs / difficulty of acquisition:
RC is concerned with cognitive costs for processing (human parser) and with difficulties
in L1 or L2 acquisition.
Kusters (2003), there factors that matter:
• Economy
• Transparency
• Isomorphy

Approaches to complexity 4
Three principles (Kusters 2003: 21):
• Economy Principle:

‘as few semantic categories or category combinations as possible
should be expressed morphologically. Simpler structures are
favoured over elaborate structures in morphology’.

• Transparency Principle:
Form/meaning relation should be as transparent as possible:
‘Highest transparency is attained when every single meaning
is expressed in a separate form.’

• Isomorphy Principle:
Which ‘demands with respect to inflectional morphology that
affix order is isomorphic to the order of the meaning elements.’

Approaches to complexity 5

Each of these approaches is focused
on linguistic form (morphosyntactic realisation).
But this cannot be the whole story:
Zipf’s (1949) ecological account of human behaviour:
• Speaker’s economy: minimal linguistic articulation,
• Hearer’s economy: maximal explicitness.
Similar accounts: Martinet (1962), Haiman (1983),
Horn (1984), …

Approaches to complexity 6

The articulatory bottleneck:
“inference is cheap, articulation expensive”
(Levinson 2000: 29)

Approaches to complexity 7
There are two types of forces that take
influence on the grammar of languages:
Articulation

Pragmatic Inference

Explicitness

Economy

Competing motivations (Gabelentz 1891,
Haiman 1983, Optimality Theory).

Complexity
Explicitness

Economy

Overt complexity:

Hidden complexity:

(i) Obligatoriness:
The grammar of a language
X forces the speaker
to encode a certain grammatical category that exists in X in a given morphosyntactic environment.

(i) Non-obligatoriness:
The grammar of a language marks a grammatical category but does not
enforce its encoding if it
can be inferred.

(ii) Monofunctionality:
A marker expresses a specific value of a grammatical category.

(ii) Multifunctionality:
A marker has >1 function, the concrete funtion in a concrete situation depends on inference.

Maturation 1
Dahl‘s (2004) type of maturation is based on the explicit
expression of grammatical categories. There is another
type of maturation based on economy (Bisang 2015b):

State X of Grammar G
Explicitness wins
Morphosyntaxbased maturity
(overt complexity)

Economy wins
Pragmatics-based
maturity (hidden
complexity)

Maturation 2
Morphosyntax of explicitness-based maturation
(Dahl 2004: 114-115):

• Complex word structure (inflectional,
derivational and incorporating morphology)
• Lexical idiosyncrasies (grammatical gender, inflectional classes, idiosyncratic case marking)
• Syntactic phenomena that are dependent
on inflectional morphology (agreement)
• Specific marking of subordinate clauses
• Morpheme and word level features in phonology

Maturation 3

If a language has an inflectional morphological
paradigm (IMP) at a given state X of its grammar,
its speakers get used to being provided with
information on the argument(s) of the verb.
Compensation of that information in syntax
if it gets lost in morphology.
If there is no such morphology, speakers are
“trained” to pragmatically infer it.

Maturation 4

State X of Grammar L:
[+ IMP]
Overt

[– IMP]
Hidden

[– RPD]

[+ RPD]

• West Africa
• & C with IMP
background

• EMSEA
• P & C with no
IMP background

Maturation 5

An additional remark on Pidgins & Creoles:
The grammatical systems of creoles do not
necessarily reduce the overt information they
provide to what is minimally needed in discourse
(McWhorter 2001, 2005).
The input languages determine the communicative needs of the speakers at least to a
certain extent.
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Away from economy-based maturation 1
TA-distincton on the verb, due to the fusion of V2 with V1
in resultative constructions (V1-V2):
Two V-forms:

original V1
—> basic form
fusion of [V1 + V2] —> derived V1

Example:
Xunxian 浚县 (Central Plains Mandarin, Henan):
basic form: kai55 —> derived form: kE55 (改 ga#i ‘change’)
(16) Xunxian (Arcodia 2013, Xin 2016: 47):
会改明个了。
xuei213 kE55
mE42 k´ l´.
meeting change:GOAL tomorrow COS
‘The meeting was moved to tomorrow.’

Away from economy-based maturation 2
In spite of this type of “morphologization”:
The derived form remains multifunctional:
It can express perfectivity, durativity, attainment of goal.
This is due to the fact that there are four V2 that triggered
the derived form:
了-le ‘perfective marker), 着 -zhe (durative marker),
到 dào ‘arrive’, 上 shàng ‘move up’.
If specification of the grammatical function is necessary,
the specific V2-element must be added.
Morphology remains multifunctional and depends
on pragmatic inference from context.

Away from economy-based maturation 3
Case-marking in various Sinitic languages of the north:

(17) Tangwang 唐汪 (N Mandarin) (Djamouri 2013):

我那阿羊肉哈炭啦烤给寨。
wO n´-na

ja)Ωu-xa

thE)-la

khO-ki-tßE.

1SG 2SG-DAT mouton-ACC coal-INSTR roast-APPL-IPFV

‘I roast lamb to you with coal.’
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Away from economy-based maturation 4
Semelai: Asli: Mon-Khmer:

1
2
PRONOUNS 1 & 2
3
3S
VERBAL
1
PROCLITICS 2
FOR A
3
3UA

Minimal
familar
/´≠
kÅ

/´≠=
kÅ=

minimal

aug

yE
ji
hE

yE=/en
je=/en
hE=/en

yE=
ji=

sg

pl

k´h
k´hn

deh
dehn

ki=
ko=

de=

hE=

Kruspe (2004: 171)

Table 1: Pronouns and person proclitics in Semelai (Kruspe 2004: 171)

The similarity of the person proclitics to the verb indicates
that the system must be relatively recent.
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5.
Conclusion

64

Hypothesis 1:
This is due to the presence/absence of inflectional
morphological paradigms in the ancestor languages.
Evidence: EMSEA vs. West Africa plus Pidgins & Creoles.

Hypothesis 2:
There are two types of diachronic maturation processes based on the competing motivations of explicitness vs. economy.
One favours overt complexity (e.g. in terms of inflectional
paradigms) and disfavours pragmatic inference of grammatical categories, while the other one creates hidden complexity and favours pragmatic inference of these categories.
65

Conclusion 2

(i) West African languages: hotbed of non-RPD
- due to inflectional morphological paradigms
(ii) EMSE languages: hotbed of RPD
- due to:
absence/reduced presence of IMP at the time when
its speakers moved into East and mainland SE Asia.
- plus:
Various factors that significantly blocked the development of IMPs (phonology/stability of syllable,
Pragmatic inference does not support IMP with slots
with transparent markers, language contact).
66

Conclusion 3
Explanations:
IMPs play a central role in several syntactic theories:
• Classical theory of Rizzi (1986)
• Morphological Uniformity Condition (Jaeggli &
Safir 1989)
• Requirement of agglutinative pronominal systems
(Neeleman & Szendrői 2007)
In my account, IMPs also matter
but not for syntactic reasons (UG) but rather for
language-external reasons (cognition, discourse,
sociolinguistics, contact, diachrony).
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